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While weapons of mass destruction (WMD) include biological, chemical and nuclear material, this paper will focus on the nuclear component. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, nuclear material was left throughout the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). As these new states focused on economic and social issues, security and safety of nuclear material became secondary. This change in focus has provided conditions for the illicit movement of nuclear material and expertise. CIS admissions that illegal movement has occurred have been limited; however, material and technical expertise has been found in numerous locations. The United States and Russia have initiated many notable programs, but the potential exists for continual illicit movement. As such, continual emphasis needs to be placed on stemming the movement of nuclear material and expertise.
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Introduction

For nearly fifty years, the United States and the Soviet Union were engaged in the Cold War. Each nation expended enormous resources developing and maintaining nuclear arsenals. A doctrine of Mutually Assured Destruction developed and it was "assumed neither nuclear power would launch an attack and risk nuclear retaliation." Negotiations were continually ongoing to reduce nuclear arsenals; but, they were fruitless as neither side was ready to reduce theirs first.

In 1989, this situation was beginning to dramatically change. Within the Soviet Union, the political environment became extremely unstable and in December 1991 the Soviet Union ceased to exist. In its place, a weak Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) was formed. These new states focused on developing social and economic policies while nuclear arsenals and materials became a secondary interest. This led to concerns that nations desiring to enter the nuclear club would use this unstable period to acquire former Soviet nuclear material and related technologies.

With the end of the Cold War, the threat of the two major superpowers targeting each other's cities and military installations ceased. A very complex and volatile environment was developing that could severely threaten United States interests. Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney stated in February 1991:

"The greatest threat to the neighbors of the Soviet Union in the future may well come more from the Soviet
inability to control events inside the Soviet Union than it will from any conscious policy of seeking to expand their influence by military means."²

The Availability, Diversion and Movement of Fissile Material

Never before has a nation collapsed with an arsenal of nuclear weapons. The authoritarian controls, internal security networks, and close integration of civilian and military instruments of power are gone. In 1991, enormous inventories of fissile material were left in over 200 locations³ with undeveloped safeguards, inadequate export controls, and political instabilities. Weak economies failed to maintain the salary structure to which many scientists and defense industry personnel had been accustomed. These conditions were creating an environment that could allow illicit movement of fissile material.

Since 1991, numerous cases have been reported of illicit movement of nuclear material from the former Soviet Union.⁴ The majority of the reports have been hoaxes. However, eleven cases of illegal movement of fissile material have been brought to the attention of the international community.⁵ Even though the leadership of the CIS has discounted these, many people and organizations are confident the thefts did occur.

Forty kilometers southwest of Moscow at the Luch Scientific Production Association in Podolsk, a chemical engineer took one-and-a-half kilograms of weapons grade highly enriched uranium
(HEU) from the facility between May and September 1992. He removed the material on 20-25 separate occasions placing uranium oxide in glass jars. His motivation came from reading an article in Komsomolskaya Pravda about the fortunes made selling nuclear material. He was convicted, received three years probation and released from prison. In this case, the Ministry of Atomic Energy (MINATOM) publicly denied the diversion occurred directly contradicting public testimony.

The next case involved two naval servicemen from the storage facility of the Northern Fleet Naval Base at Andreeva Guba forty kilometers from the Norwegian border. They removed 1.8 kilograms of HEU and stated they were operating under the instructions of two naval officers. At the trial, insufficient evidence existed to convict the officers, but the enlisted personnel received prison terms up to five years.

The third case took place at the Sevmorput Shipyard near Murmansk, one of the Russian Navy’s main nuclear fuel storage facilities. Two individuals entered the facility through an unprotected gate, climbed through a hole in the fence surrounding a storage area, and broke the lock on a back door. Once inside, assemblies were broken from a fuel reactor and 4.5 kilograms of uranium was removed. This theft was discovered by guards who noticed the back door was left open. The individuals kept the material for six months before requesting help in selling it. This action led to their arrest and subsequent trial. It was noted the
thieves had not developed a plan to dispose of the material. Both received three-and-one half years in prison. The military prosecutor commented that this theft "could have been concealed for 10 years or longer if the back door had not attracted the guard's attention."6

These first three instances involved confirmed cases of theft, but the material was seized prior to departing the former Soviet Union. The next cases of illegal transit have been confirmed; however, the fissile material had been exported prior to authorities making an arrest.

In May 1994 at Tengen, Germany, local authorities were investigating an individual suspected of counterfeiting. During this investigation, 5.6 grams of nearly pure plutonium-239 was inadvertently discovered in the garage. A number of unanswered questions remain pertaining to this case, but it is significant in that it did involve a police sting operation.

In August 1994, a suitcase from Moscow was found in the Munich airport containing 560 grams of mixed oxides of uranium and plutonium. This was the largest seizure of weapons-grade material recovered in the West. Two people from Spain and a Colombian national were arrested. This case was a sting operation initiated by the German authorities who had artificially created the demand. MINATOM authorities stated this operation was staged to embarrass the Russian nuclear industry. During the trial, German authorities did acknowledge knowing about the plutonium on the
airplane. Officials in Moscow were not informed to preclude possible leaks between Russian criminal groups and security personnel. Due to the German authorities enticing the parties, light sentences were given.

The next significant case was the seizure of 800 milligrams of HEU in August 1994 in Landshut, Germany. A German real estate dealer was arrested with five people from Slovakia and the Czech Republic. It is believed this material was from a naval or research reactor. The principle significance of this case is the material was from the same source as that discovered in Prague four months later.

In December 1994, Prague police found 2.72 kilograms of HEU in the back seat of a car owned by a Czech national. He had worked at the Nuclear Research Institute at Rez and at two nuclear power stations. Due to poor wages, he left these positions. There were two others initially arrested possessing nuclear experience. One was from Belarus and the other was from Ukraine. In March 1995, the media reported two more individuals were arrested, one reportedly a police officer. It is believed this material was supplied by criminals and was from stocks used for Russia’s Northern Fleet.

The remainder of the cases have not been thoroughly verified; however, there is little doubt the thefts occurred. Of particular note is the one discovered in 1993 at Vilnius, Lithuania. This is due to the possible complicity of government authorities.
The other two occurred in St. Petersburg, Russia and Kiev, Ukraine.

From these cases, notable patterns have been observed. First, reported proliferation cases remain small in number, but the quantity of material stolen has increased. These thefts have shown people are becoming more sophisticated by taking gram and kilogram quantities. Second, there has not been any evidence indicating the fissile material is from weapons or warhead stocks. Third, the thefts were principally conducted by insiders working on their own, willing to take significant risks, and not having definitive plans to dispose of the material. Last, investigations have found no evidence organized crime is directly involved. These factors combined with the enormous quantities of fissile material and the lack of adequate control procedures have made security of the CIS nuclear infrastructure of paramount importance.

Security Status at Facilities

In the beginning of the Soviet Union’s nuclear program, heavy emphasis was placed on internal security. Secret cities were established to work on nuclear programs. These cities were located in isolated areas, self-contained and well protected. Personnel went through an intensive screening process and their activities were closely monitored. For those who violated any of
the procedures, severe penalties were enforced. These personnel were economically taken care of and respected for the work accomplished. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, this situation rapidly changed. Economic conditions became difficult as inflation and loss of work eroded the prestige of scientific and defense industry personnel. These conditions led to concerns regarding the security at the nuclear facilities.

One of the more important measures involved in security is the accounting of nuclear material. After visiting some of the CIS facilities, the Government Accounting Office (GAO) released a report in March 1996 that stated "the newly independent states may not have complete and accurate inventories of their nuclear materials because the Soviet Union did not conduct complete and comprehensive physical inventories at their nuclear facilities." The GAO report further stated Russia and six other newly independent states did not know the exact locations of their material.

From official Russian channels, government personnel emphasize security at nuclear complexes is adequate and deny any fissile material has been stolen. Russian officials complain the reports of smuggling have been created by the German Government using sting operations. They claim the reports created an artificial demand and were an attempt to embarrass the Russian Government. Others have complained that the adverse publicity was created by the United States in order to seize control of Russian
nuclear facilities. Georgi Kehurov, a MINATOM spokesman, has stated "we will never agree to Russia's nuclear potential and weapons being controlled by the United States."\textsuperscript{11} Russian officials have claimed "publicly that the government has taken a thorough inventory of its fissile material and that nothing is missing."\textsuperscript{12} Also, a MINATOM spokesman stated to a group of journalists "that the material missing at MINATOM facilities is not in the realms of tons of kilograms, but in grams. You might not agree with this, but it is a fact."\textsuperscript{13} In the same vein, Andre Gagarinski, a top official at Moscow's Kurchatov Institute, has stated security around active and decommissioned warheads remains strong.\textsuperscript{14}

Security measures are important to the governments of the CIS, but there are numerous reports contradicting the above comments. As early as 1991, Soviet Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzkhov stated "the disintegration of our country would have terrible consequences for all. I regard this danger as very great. If I were a foreign politician I would also be worried."\textsuperscript{15} The disintegration of the Soviet system is particularly a concern regarding the security and accounting of fissile material. Inventories of fissile material were conducted, but the standards are inadequate. Inventory procedures allowed for a permissible loss and as long as the final product stayed within a proscribed range, the material was considered on hand. This agrees with official state-
ments that production was the emphasis rather than inventory or security measures.\textsuperscript{16}

Other reports provided by top officials take exception to the statements of their leaders. Their concern is that the reality of the situation is much worse than publicly stated. From 1993 to 1995, the Military General Prosecutor’s Office of the Russian Federation conducted inspections at the nuclear facilities of MINATOM and the Defense Ministry. The results produced unsatisfactory observations on facility security.\textsuperscript{17} This corresponds with the statements of National Security Advisor Yuri Baturin after the Moscow Nuclear summit in April 1996. He stated “that the current level of nuclear security in Russia – in particular, nuclear material control, accounting, and physical protection – does not meet acceptable international requirements.”\textsuperscript{18}

At the same conference, Russian President Boris Yeltsin admitted general concerns over nuclear security and the possible diversions from nuclear facilities.\textsuperscript{19} In a visit to the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy in Moscow, United States Department of Energy personnel found 160 pounds of weapons-grade plutonium in lockers secured with a tiny chain.\textsuperscript{20} While visiting another location, a different United States team observed cameras and other security devices mounted on the walls. Upon questioning the workers, it was learned the items had been placed on the walls for the visit and would be removed for fear of theft.\textsuperscript{21}

9
Another security concern is the military guarding nuclear facilities. At the court case for the theft of fissile material from the Murmansk Shipyard, the military prosecutor stated "potatoes were guarded better than naval fuel." Military personnel are concerned over the loss of status, pay and housing. This was a contributing factor in the discovery of an SS-25 nuclear battery that was deserted for several hours while the crew searched for food. In the summer of 1994, acting Chief Military Procurator G. N. Nosov identified criminal actions within the Strategic Rocket Forces. An officer had established a currency exchange within his quarters and was selling food at inflated prices. It has also been reported officers of the Long-Range Aviation Division had transformed their base into a transshipment point for goods between cities in the CIS and China. The profits were shared among the pilots and their crews. The loss of prestige and reduction of pay of the military has increased concerns that fissile material or equipment could be diverted while a government guard force is on site.

One of the primary concerns has been the diversion of fissile material, but the related security of dual-use equipment is just as important. While investigating a theft of HEU from a military base near Moscow in September 1995, a Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) report identified a number of gyroscopes, a central component of a missile guidance system, as missing. In an effort to find these items, informants were used throughout the
CIS, Europe, and the Middle East. In October 1995, the CIA learned that the items were in a shed at the Amman Airport in Jordan waiting shipment to Iraq. The Jordanian Government publicly returned the items to the United Nations in November 1995. After this, it was discovered that additional gyroscopes had been removed and delivered to a major missile research laboratory (In al-Haytham) outside Baghdad. As for the investigation into the diversion of the nuclear material, it has still not been recovered.\textsuperscript{26} In addition to the movement of nuclear material and related technologies, the movement of those responsible for the production is also of concern.

\textbf{The Movement of Expertise}

The movement of personnel with nuclear expertise from the former Soviet Union is a significant issue. These personnel were held in high esteem and were taken care of by the state. It has been estimated there were more than one million scientists and engineers working in the defense arena and 60,000 should be considered as a proliferation concern.\textsuperscript{27} Within this number, the majority have expertise in nuclear or aerospace technologies. With the collapse of the Soviet system, the same concerns affecting the military also apply to these personnel. Their economic situation has been severely degraded as has the working conditions within laboratories.
The majority of these personnel do not desire to move as they have a great pride in their country. With their nuclear expertise, they have first hand knowledge of the results of its use. They feel that they have helped in their own way to stop the spread of proliferation by not moving. Yet, there is the concern that idleness will create a desire to move, to remain employed and to support their families.

Due to the lack of funding, laboratories have fallen into disrepair and in some instances have ceased to operate, allowing scavengers to remove material. According to a report from the Institute of Experimental Physics in Sarov, forced reductions in the labor force has begun. It was reported that 5,000 people have left the town in search of work elsewhere. With the existence of these economic conditions, the concern of movement of this expertise is continuing to increase.

Transition of these personnel can be grouped into three major categories: change to another type work, move to another country, or to have part-time work. The first group are those who have stayed in country but have started their own business. The next group poses the greatest concern in that they will work for anyone, anywhere as long as they are paid. The last group has taken their expertise to the computer with the use of the modem. Their expertise is being received by many while they work at home. The employment of the scientific community by those from other countries is a significant concern.
In United States Senate hearings on 13 March 1996, Senator Sam Nunn provided information gathered by his staff on the movement of former Soviet expertise. A letter was provided from a Hong Kong company that was found in the Middle East. It states, "We have detailed files of hundreds of former Soviet Union experts in the field of rocket, missile and nuclear weapons. These weapons experts are willing to work in a country which needs their skills and can offer reasonable pay." There are countries desiring to enter the nuclear community that are seeking former Soviet scientists to assist in developing their nuclear programs.

Since 1989, forty nuclear specialists have emigrated to Israel. In 1992, former Soviet experts were discovered working in other countries. The first is of Russian scientists working at the Mexican National Autonomous University of Mexico’s Institute of Physics. The second points to 450 personnel working in Cuba on a nuclear power plant. Third, a nuclear physicist from the Dubna Nuclear Research Center and fifty scientists with expertise in lasers and multiple entry rockets are working in Libya. Continuing reports have been received of former Russian experts working on nuclear projects in other countries. In 1994, three scientists were reportedly working for the China-Russia Nuclear Company in Shenzhen, China. Two hundred nuclear specialists were found in 1995 working at a power plant in Iran. Due to the continual movement of expertise and equipment, it is essential to enact export controls in the CIS.
Export Controls

Testimony before the United States Senate on 13 March 1996 included "the implementation of export controls in the new states of the former Soviet Union has the potential... of being one of the most significant and cost-effective accomplishments in the post-Cold War era in support of United States and global security interests." The Russians have begun to initiate export controls, establish agencies, and develop control lists to regulate weapons and related technologies. These actions are essential as government officials recognize the importance of export controls to state security. Russian Foreign Minister Primakov has stated "the problem of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction affects the immediate interests of Russia, a situation in which new states possessing weapons of mass destruction on the perimeter of Russian borders looks unacceptable." In addition, another Russian official has stated "that is why setting up an effective export control system is a strategic imperative for this country, a matter of vital importance and even national survival."

The Russian Government is taking action to halt the movement of fissile materials and personnel with nuclear expertise. The Export Control Division of the Russian Ministry of Economics is one of the primary agencies working on the development of export controls. In cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
presidential decrees were initiated with one of the more important being Decree No. 388. This provides the principal legal basis for the export control structure in Russia. Controls were introduced to prevent damage to their national interests by regulating the export of items used to develop WMD and delivery systems. In addition, the Russian Federation Export Control Commission was established to regulate the export of specified material. A special commission has been created to improve security at facilities, to implement or assist in developing laws to improve accounting and control of fissile material, and to improve licensing procedures.

Legislation was enacted on 30 May 1991 that became effective 1 January 1993 to control the movement of personnel with nuclear expertise. Provisions were established precluding anyone with access to state secrets from emigrating for five years. In addition, the Russian Customs Committee has received prioritized funding for improving border controls that have increased the number of personnel working at border locations.

Export controls have been initiated and are slowly beginning to improve the situation. In October 1995, a former defense minister of Kazakhstan and a senior defense official were sentenced to eight and four year jail terms, respectively, for illegally exporting weapons. In February 1996, an acting Russian Procurator General was imprisoned for illegal trade and receiving bribes. States of the CIS are trying to build new control sys-
tems, but it has been difficult to quickly change the existing system.

Throughout the CIS, there have been difficulties in implementing controls. There is not one agency controlling the exports in Russia. The agencies that have been established are underfunded and are not a match for existing export oriented activities. The evolving business cultures have found methods to circumvent the system and some officials turn away as they know currency is needed to improve the economic situation. Disagreements between government agencies have stifled corrective actions. In September 1994, President Yeltsin issued a decree that the State Commission for Nuclear and Radiation Safety Supervision (known in Russian as Gosatomnadzor or “GAN”) would be the lead nuclear regulatory agency and ordered MINATOM to work with GAN. MINATOM has resisted this authority and the situation is still not resolved. The CIS has made improvements but is not able to correct the situation without international help.

Some CIS states have signed various international agreements to reduce nuclear proliferation. The Nuclear Suppliers Group, the Missile Technology Control Regime, and the Wassenaar Arrangement deal with controlling the movement of weapons and dual-use items. In addition to these, the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTB) was approved by the United Nations on 10 September 1996.

The CTB has ended forty years of efforts to achieve an agreement on ending nuclear testing. In 1963, the Limited Test
Ban Treaty was the first agreement reached to prohibit all nuclear tests in the atmosphere, outer space, and underwater, but did allow for underground explosions. In 1974, the Threshold Test Ban Treaty was signed banning underground explosions with yields greater than 150 kilotons. The CTB states no nuclear test explosion is to occur, and it demonstrates the resolve of the five major powers to move towards disarmament. An elaborate technical verification system was established including on-site verification of any suspected area. Even though India has not signed the treaty, it is expected the overwhelming support received in the United Nations will place international pressure on India to abide by the ban.\textsuperscript{42}

Action is being taken at all levels of government to control the movement of nuclear material; however, in the CIS, these steps are only in their infancy. With the continued economic and social conditions, there still is an attractiveness to become involved in the illicit movement of fissile material for a quick profit. The border of the CIS is immense, and there are too many routes out of the country to neighboring states, especially those desiring nuclear material. An example of this concern is the fast breeder reactor in Akau, Kazakhstan on the Caspian Sea and the growing Iranian presence in the area.\textsuperscript{43} Even with controls in place, movement of fissile material is still occurring, and it is imperative the United States continues financial and technical assistance to the CIS.
United States Actions

The United States has recognized the importance of stemming the proliferation of WMD. In *A National Security Strategy Of Engagement And Enlargement*, the proliferation of WMD is identified as a major challenge to United States security.[^1] The National Military Strategy has characterized the proliferation of WMD as a principal danger to the United States.[^2] In 1994, President Clinton used his Constitutional authority to declare a national emergency regarding the proliferation of WMD.[^3]

The concerns associated with nuclear safety and security had significantly risen in the Soviet Union due to the coup attempt in August 1991. When President Gorbachev asked for Western assistance in dismantling the nuclear inventory, President Bush suggested the United States and the Soviet Union work together. In November 1991, the United States responded by enacting the Cooperative Threat Reduction Program (Nunn-Lugar).[^4] This legislation focused on the importance of accounting and physical protection of fissile material. The basic tenants of the Nunn-Lugar Program are: dismantling and destroying WMD, safeguarding WMD until destroyed, preventing diversion of expertise, converting of defense industries to peaceful endeavors, and expanding defense and military contracts.[^5] Funding began for this program in FY92 as the Department of Defense was authorized to use $400M and has continued with various amounts through FY96. For FY97, $365M has been
authorized. To date, total proposed obligations for this program amount to $1.53B with $1.1B obligated through signed contracts. In its 1996 report, the GAO recognized improvements made in security and accounting procedures at the installations visited.

An example of these funds being used to enhance security of fissile material took place in Kazakhstan in November 1994. There were 600 kilograms of HEU discovered at a reactor site that was terminated after the Soviet Union dissolved. A concern existed over the security of the facility and the ability of the local government to guard the material. To prevent rogue states from acquiring the material, the HEU was bought and transferred to the United States.

One of the components of the Nunn-Lugar Program is converting defense industries to peaceful measures through the International Science and Technology Center. The primary purpose is to provide peaceful employment opportunities to defense industry scientists and engineers. Through April 1996, 236 projects have been approved employing about 12,500 personnel up to three years. To date, funds committed for this program amount to $98 million. Two centers have been established with the first one in Moscow and the second in Kiev.

Through this endeavor, cities constructed by Joseph Stalin for defense industries have been converted to peaceful endeavors. Four examples are:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secret City</th>
<th>Previous Mission</th>
<th>Current Mission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novouralsk</td>
<td>uranium</td>
<td>catalytic converters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryokhgornii</td>
<td>warheads</td>
<td>telephones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelenogorsk</td>
<td>uranium</td>
<td>audio/videocassettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhelenogorsk</td>
<td>plutonium</td>
<td>televisions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Former Secretary of Defense Perry has stated the Nunn-Lugar Program is a win-win-win situation.\(^{53}\) This program has assisted in the dismantling of weapons, turned talent and technology to commercial products, and US firms have begun to establish markets in the CIS.

In a related program conceived by Senator Pete Domenici, the Industrial Partnering Program (IPP) is intended to stem proliferation by finding jobs for unemployed scientists and engineers. This program is overseen by the Department of Energy and is of mutual benefit to the United States and the CIS. IPP projects have involved lab-to-lab and industrial partnerships with the intent of guiding Russia’s scientific institutes towards economic self-sufficiency. In a March 1996 report to Congress, the IPP program had engaged more than 2,000 personnel in 200 projects at sixty institutes.\(^{54}\)

Even with the successes of the Nunn-Lugar Program, there continues to be the concern that the program has not achieved the results initially envisioned. At the programs inception, funds were not expeditiously obligated as there was apprehension concerning the ability of the Russians to properly use the funds.
Contracts were slow in implementation to ensure compliance and to work through the uncertainties of this program with the new states. There was apprehension on the Russian part as the program called for the use of United States companies and equipment. Of foremost concern was the opening of the secret cities to United States personnel. Once the program was understood, Nunn-Lugar has made significant contributions and will continue to be an essential component of the programs stemming the threat of nuclear proliferation.

Conclusion

There are many programs to assist in stemming the threat of nuclear proliferation. These programs have been initiated in the CIS, the United States, and in the international arena; yet, the illicit movement of fissile material is still occurring. Senator Sam Nunn has stated 90% of the responsibility to manage this concern is up to the individual states of the CIS as their national security is at stake. Assistance and incentives can be provided, but the United States cannot solve their problems. There have been successful programs initiated, and they must be continued.

It is not time to stop United States funding support particularly since it has been estimated it will take at least ten years for Russia to dismantle the weapons agreed upon.
United States must recognize the importance to our national interests of the criticality of stemming nuclear proliferation. It is true that the major responsibility lies with the Russian Government, but WMD has been stated as the number one security threat to this country.

Due to this, two recommendations are provided. It is imperative funding for the Nunn-Lugar Program be continued. This does not mean that a massive increase in funding should be applied to the program. It does mean a comprehensive review of the program should be initiated. The results would be presented to Congress with a recommendation of the funding required to protect the security interests of the United States. Next, the United States and the international community need to reach an understanding and agreement on the importance of stemming the nuclear threat. It is difficult for one nuclear power to state there is a concern about the safety and security of nuclear facilities while another voices an opposite opinion. French President Jacques Chirac stated in April 1996 that “While...statements (on the poor safety and security at Russian nuclear facilities) might have had substance four years ago, they can be called nonsense today.”

There must be a unified approach in the international community as there are too many incidents indicating the threat is real.

These two simple recommendations should be undertaken as the threat is real and will continue to be a concern until all nuclear material is properly secured. It will be too late to debate
this issue once a nuclear device has been exploded by a rogue state or a terrorist group and family members question United States actions taken, or should have been taken, to stem the proliferation of nuclear material and expertise.
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